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 Chapter 8 
 

8.1 Conclusion 
 

Identifying Disease treatment relationships is an ever ending issue of concern raising scope for 

researchers to attain ultimate outcomes in predicting preferred treatments. Existing Techniques 

like co-occurrence analysis, rule based methodologies are used in disease treatment relation, but 

Machine learning techniques in combination with preprocessing and classification results in high 

accuracy, precision, and recall. Our present work extends predicting profound treatment for 

diseases by introspecting parameters like the cure, treatment, and side effects using classification 

strategies in fusion with Machine learning. Therapy related to a treatment focuses on drugs. Drug 

Response similarity is beneficial in identifying the degree of similarities between the responses 

that cells show when exposed to drugs. Existing techniques considered components of drugs and 

transcription, but did not focus on the personality traits of Patients as criteria. In the proposed 

technique patients personality traits like ethnicity, E-score, O-Score, N-Score and so on are 

considered for better treatment which further help in drug repositioning that is one of the vital 

concept to be considered in the present medical field. Further the significance of security and 

privacy in e-health is increasing day by day. As huge data is generated in the process of 

treatments pertaining to medical issues at hospitals and clinics, this data is stored and shared for 

several causes at the risk of security. Hence security for patient data is provided by the Enhanced 

Security Framework algorithm which is patient centric offering secure storage and 

administration of data related to diseases, treatment, fee details and so on. The algorithm 

preferred for encrypting the data is ABE in combination with SHA and Anonymization 

technique. The proposed technique renders reduced Encryption time, decryption time and 

improved time complexity when compared to other existing methods. 

 

8.2 Future Scope and limitations  

 

The Profound work promises to be successful in satisfying the objectives without deviating from 

the primary perspective by concentrating on health related data subjected to technological 

challenges and issues pertaining to publishing of medical data with a wave of improvisation. 

Moreover the work scales by extracting the similarities in drug responses using enhanced 
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Predictive models for better therapy and there by leveraging the scope for optimized Drug 

repositioning. An urge for securing patient data, depending on the predefined access structure of 

various groups, attracted researchers to move towards numerous techniques associated to remote 

healthcare and e-health that achieved focus for enhanced security scope. The profound 

approaches help in contributing a rapid recovery rate in medical environment providing 

advantage to society and projecting the research quintessence. 

 

Limitations:  

Our approach offers possible solutions for identified pitfalls but still leaves few issues 

unanswered and unsolved leading to scope and applicability restriction. In the proposed research 

objectives, the k-means algorithm at times shadows its sensitive point of extremes down trading 

the efficiency of proposed technique.  The Ant Colony Optimization approach adopted in Drug 

repositioning presents efficient results with entailing issues of Time convergence, Varying 

Probability distributions and tough Theoretical analysis which need to be further leveraged. The 

ABE approach provides enhanced security at the cost of computational complexity of E-health 

records. 

 

 

  


